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ABSTRACT: In this note the concept of  p-quasi-cone metric space is discussed. New results on 

points which are fixed in the metric space are given 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we have introduced the concept of  p-quasi-cone metric space forp≥1 which is a 

generalization of quasi- metric spaces where p=1. Also we have proved some new fixed point 

results in p-quasi-metric spaces using a comparison functionand the normality of cone which 

generalize the results of Raja and Vaezpour [1].  We give some basic notations in the section below 

PRELIMINARIES 

Definition 1. [3] Let 𝐸 be a real Banach space and 𝑃 be a subset of  𝐸. 𝑃 is called a cone if and only 

if 

 

For a given cone  𝑃⊂𝐸, we can define a partial ordering with respect to  P  by  x≤y  if and only If y-

xεP. The notation  x<y will stand for x≤y and x≠y, while x ≥y will stand for y-xε int P, where 

intPdenotes  the interior of  P. The cone  Pis called normal if there is a number  k> 0 such that 0 

The least positive k satisfying this is called the normal constant of P. 

The cone P is called regular if every increasing sequence which is bounded above is convergent; 

that is if xn  is a sequence such that  for some yεE, then there is xεE such 

that  Equivalently, the cone P is regular if every sequence which is bounded 

below is convergent. 

Definition2. Let X be a nonempty set. Suppose the mapping  

 

Definition3. [2] Let X be a nonempty set. Suppose the mapping  q:  satisfies 

 

 
Then q is called a quasi-cone metric on X, and (X, q) is called a quasi-cone metric space. 

Now, we state our definition which is more general than quasi -cone metric space. 
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Definition4. Let X be a nonempty set and p≥ 1. Suppose the mapping qp  : satisfies 

 
 

Then qp is called a p-quasi-cone metric on X, and (X, qp) is called a p-quasi-cone metricspace. 

 

Example1. Let  defined by 

 
 

Remark1. Note that any cone metric space is a p-quasi cone metric space. 

Now we introduce the appropriate generalization in p-quasi-cone metric spaces by considering the 

established notions in quasi-metric spaces. 

 

Definition 5. Let (X, qp) be a p-quasi-cone metric space. A sequence {xn} in X is called 

 
 

Remark1. These notions in p-quasi-cone metric space are related in this way: 

 
We use the notion of p-right Cauchy in this paper. 

 

Definition6. Let (X, qp) be a p-quasi-cone metric space. Let {xn}nεN be a sequence in X. We say that 

 
Definition7. A p-quasi-cone metric space (X, qp) is called p-right complete if every p-right Cauchy 

sequence in X converges. 

Definition 8. Let (X, qp) be a p-quasi-cone metric space. A function T :  is called 

 

<c 
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Results 

In this section, we prove some fixed point results in p-quasi-cone metric space. Firstly we have 

given a theorem which is a generalization of [1]due to p-quasi-cone metric space. In this theorem 

we don’t use the normality of cone and we don’t take the function T : continuous. 

Definition11. A p-quasi-cone metric space (X, qp)is Hausdorff if for each pair x1, x2 of distinct 

points of X, there exist neighborhoods V1,V2of x1, x2 respectively, they are disjoint.  

Definition12.[1] The function : PP which satisfies the following conditions  

 
is called a comparison function. 

Now we state a fixed point theorem using a comparison function. 

Theorem1.Let (X, qp) be a p-right complete Hausdorff p-quasi-cone metric space and letT : XX 

be a function that satisfies the nonlinear contraction condition: 

                                                      (1) 

for all x, yX, where  : PP is a comparison function. 

Let 𝑥0X such that O(x0)is bounded. Then T has a unique fixed point𝑥*X and the sequence 

{Tnx0}nNis right convergent to𝑥*. 

Proof. We have that the orbit O(x0)is bounded. So(O(x0)) cP.We prove now that 

 
To prove this we use induction method. 

For n=1,we have 
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Case 1. 

 
 

Case2. 
 

 

 
Case 3/2. 

 
These two cases are trivial. 

 

Case3/3. 

 
 

Case3/4. 
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Case3/5. 

 
The cases 3/4 and 3/5 can be proved in the same iterative manner.So it is true that for 

 

where K is the normal constant of cone. So for , we have:  
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This result is a generalization offollowing resultRaja and Vaezpour[1] in cone metric space because 

our quasi- contraction is better. 

 

Theorem1’. Let (X, qp) be a p-right complete Hausdorff p-quasi-cone metric space and letT : 

XXbe a function that satisfies the nonlinear contraction condition: 

 

 
 

where  : PPis a comparison function. Let x0X such thatO(x0)is bounded. Then T has a unique 

fixed pointx*Xand the sequence {Tnx0}nN is right convergent tox*.  

The following result is a generalization Theorem of Ciric[2] in metric space. 

 

Theorem2. Let (X, qp) be a p-right complete, Hausdorff, p-quasi-cone metric space and letT : XX 

be a function that satisfies the nonlinear contraction condition: 

 

 
 

for all x, yX, where h0. Let x0X such that O(x0)is bounded. Then T has a unique fixed point 

x*X and the sequence {Tnx0}nN is right convergent to x*. 

 

Proof. If we take(t) = ht for tP, we are in condition of Theorem1. So Theorem 2 follows and this 

completes the proof. 
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